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About This Game

Welcome to New Star Manager: The critically acclaimed game from Simon Read, creator of the BAFTA Award-winning New
Star Soccer series.
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Excellent game, hidden gem!. When i saw this on steam i was shcoked. I brought it but it is kinda a bit expensive for a Android
copy, i also don't like how the energy is the same from android to pc. Over all it's meh i would recommend just grabbing it for
free on Android / Apple.. Absolutely addictive. I recommend this game to everyone who prefers tactical considerations over
action-oriented, fast-paced gameplay. It almost feels like a strategy game sometimes: You take a good look at the pitch and
carefully decide how you want to make your attack happen, then you decide what to do with the ball at that particular moment.
Oh damn, my attacker wasn't fast enough to outrun this defender, time to step back and reconsider my approach.. Fm den daha
elenceli.. An awesome game with so much depth - the PC version is the way to go as there are no transactions required like the
iOS version. Simon is a master at making games and this game will keep you glued to the screen for hours. NS Manager will
grip you as you begin to develop your club and agonise you as you are forced to start making difficult decisions in order to build
and grow every aspect of your club. The actual game mechanics are fun as hell and that goal you pull off after hitting the bar,
bringing the ball back to the middle of the pitch and building to create another chance just keeps you coming back for more.
Well done to Simon and his team - this is a masterpiece.
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